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The month of Kislev is a study in contrasts:  we approach the darkest day of the year 

girded with the warm, glowing light of the candles perched in the chanukiah.  The 

age-old debate among Judaic scholars persists:  the miracle — is it the triumph of the 

Maccabees over the Syrian Greeks and the re-dedication of the Temple that followed 

or the shtickle of oil that kept the Temple menorah burning for eight days when  

barely one day’s worth of light was expected?  Agreeably, the “miracle” we  

commemorate during the Festival of Lights is a compendium of these events — multi

-faceted in its representation like so many of the treasures in our rich and intricate 

heritage. 
 

But what of modern-day miracles?  Are miracles “alive and well” today or are they 

part of fabled days gone by?  Perhaps the real miracle is that there are miracles  

actively occurring all around us.  We see them with our eyes but need to perceive 

them with our hearts. 
 

Chanukah begins Tuesday, December 20th.  As you kindle the candles, watch the 

glow of the candlelight as it cradles your loved ones’ faces and the flames’ reflection 

dances in their eyes.  Breathe in the moment...that’s your miracle. 

Kislev:  Seeking Miracles,  

Seeing Miracles 

Ready for the Miracle!! 
Congregation P’nai Tikvah’s  

(Pre-) Chanukah Celebration and Service  
is Friday, December 16th! 

See Page 4 for details and ticket information. 

Congregation P’nai Tikvah will worship on Shabbat, December 4th, at Kraft-Sussman 

Chapel, 3975 S. Durango, Suite 104, in Las Vegas.  Tot Shabbat will begin at 6:30 PM, 

with Kabbalat Shabbat and Maariv services following at 7:30 PM.  The annual (Pre-) 

Chanukah celebration and service will take place on Friday, December 16th at 6:00 

PM, at the UNLV Foundation Building.  Check this newsletter for further details. 



Rabbi’s Message 

Dear Chevreh: 
 

Cheshvan becomes Kislev and, before we know it, 

Chanukah arrives.  Like Judah the Maccabee, it 

bravely bucks the Christmas glitz, but the truth is that 

Chanukah is not a major Jewish holiday. 
 

The Hebrew root of the word “Chanukah” means 

“dedication” and it also means “education.”  We’ve 

all learned how the Temple was desecrated by the 

Syrian-Greeks in 169 BCE and how those Jews who 

were furious at the oppressive decrees of the  

Hellenistic king, Antiochus, joined the struggle for 

freedom led by the Maccabees. 
 

Antiochus wanted to root out Judaism and  

decreed that circumcision, kosher food, and Shabbat 

were outlawed.  Bringing in Greek shrines through-

out the country and instituting pagan rituals and  

sacrifices in the Temple, some of the Jews were  

appalled, but some were seduced and filled with  

admiration for the Greek culture. 
 

So the struggle that ensued was not just a revolt 

against the Syrian-Greeks, but also a quasi-civil war, 

as assimilated Jews found themselves fighting against 

their more faithful Jewish counterparts, who became 

known as the Maccabees. 
 

The Maccabees were led by Judah and his  

brothers, sons of Mattathias, a Hasmonean priest who 

lived in Modin.  They recaptured Jerusalem three 

years later, and in 166 BCE, they re-dedicated the 

Temple.  The deeds of the Maccabees were recorded 

in I Maccabees and on the 25th of Kislev, they  

celebrated for 8 days (reminiscent of Sukkot, which 

they had not been able to celebrate Sukkot in its  

proper time). 
 

Although the Greek-speaking Jews of Alexandria 

treated the books of the Maccabees as holy books, 

they were not part of the “A Team,” the TaNaKh.  

The rabbis did not regard them highly, never found a 

place in the Mishnah, the earlier layer of the Talmud,  

and treated it in a somewhat off-hand manner in the  

Gemarah (with only a discussion about whether to start 

with a full Chanukiah on the first day and reduce it by 

one candle per night or increase the light by starting 

with one and working up to 8. (You can figure out who 

won that argument.) 
 

Why were the rabbis not happy with the Maccabean  

approach to Jewish life?  Similar kinds of violent revolts 

were then happening against Rome, so the rabbis felt 

that armed confrontations were not the right approach to 

Jewish life.  In addition, after the Maccabees had  

vanquished the Syrian-Greeks, the Hasmonean dynasty 

took over as kings, in spite of the ancient Israelite  

constitution that had priests and kings come from  

different crowds.  Then the power that the Hasmoneans’ 

invited the Roman Empire to become overlords and  

protectors of the Jewish kingdom and became aligned 

with the Sadducees, the priestly upholders of the  

importance of Temple sacrifice as a channel to G-d and 

pitted themselves against the Pharisees, who would 

eventually became the rabbis, who envisioned prayer 

and study of Torah as the new paths to G-d. 
 

The “miracle” of the oil became an important rabbinical 

addition to the military victory story in that it symbol-

ized how, with G-d’s help, the tiny amount of oil lasted 

for so long.  Eight is a symbol of infinity, since seven 

symbolized the creation story. 
 

It wasn’t until late in the 19th century that Chanukah 

rose to a prominent position in practice.  When Jews of  

Eastern Europe experienced emancipation and the  

enlightenment.  The rise of Zionism looked on the  

Maccabean victory with admiration.  The semi-

assimilated Jews became more aware of the Christian 

culture and, to counter that, other Jews began to use 

Chanukah as a tool of strengthening Jewish pride and 

identity. 
 

This year, I hope that everyone will thoroughly enjoy 

Chanukah, but I also hope that we, members of P’nai 

Tikvah, will make the eight days of Chanukah even 

more meaningful by dedicating each night of the holiday 

to doing something tangible for the family, community, 

city, nation, and planet. 
 

With wishes for a joy-filled and most meaningful  

Chanukah, 

 
Rabbi Yocheved Mintz 
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From Our Cantor — 
 

Everybody Sings 

Dear Friends, 
 

It was not until King David established Levitical 

orchestras and choirs that professional music  

became a fixture of Israelite society. Prior to that 

time, music making was the domain of non-

specialists, and less concern was given to  

aesthetic qualities than to practical functions. In 

addition to its more obvious place in religious 

devotion, music was a part of family gatherings, 

harvesting, construction, merrymaking and a 

slew of other activities. Instead of a set of skills 

reserved for a trained class of performers, singing 

and playing were organically interwoven into 

ordinary life.  
 

With the development of the Temple system, 

worship came to be a centralized and  

standardized affair. This brought heightened  

expectations of ritual performance, and music 

was placed in the practiced hands of devoted 

masters. The talent and aptitude of these priestly 

performers solidified the bond between music, 

sacrifice and pageantry, and their refined sounds 

elevated music’s status as a divine art form. Even 

so, it can be surmised that Israel’s vibrant folk 

music persisted outside the Temple walls. Folk 

music is universal to all cultures, even where 

professionals are plentiful. Thus, while  

Levitical musicians certainly earned the people’s 

admiration, their singing and playing could not 

deter the people’s penchant for musical  

production.  
 

Evidence that the populace did not abandon its 

musical ways is found in the Book of Psalms. In 

some sense, the psalms can be viewed as priestly 

poems: they were performed by Temple musi-

cians as an accompaniment to the sacrificial rite.  

Yet, despite this skilled melodic rendering, the  

message of the psalms was predominantly  

corporate. Psalms were delivered on behalf of 

the populace, and featured phrases encouraging 

everyone to sing divine praise. It is unclear 

which (if any) of the psalms worshipers  

actually sang, though they probably chimed in 

with responses like “amen.” Nevertheless, the 

psalms unequivocally invite the people to sing 

unto God, whether during or outside of the  

formal service.  
 

Examples of this exuberant invitation are  

scattered throughout the Psalter’s 150 chapters. 

Representative verses include: “O you faithful 

of the Lord, sing to Him, and praise His holy 

name” (Ps. 30:5); “Sing forth, O you righteous, 

to the Lord” (33:1); and “It is good to chant 

hymns to our God; it is pleasant to sing  

glorious praise” (Ps. 147:1). These and similar 

statements not only acknowledged the  

Israelites’ inclination and capacity to create  

vocal music, but also declared that songs be 

directed heavenward. Like the Levites, the lay 

people were summoned to make devotional 

music, no matter how amateur it may have 

sounded in comparison.  
 

This charge was taken into the people’s daily 

lives. When circumstances or special events 

inspired religious emotions, pious words were 

set to melody. Of course, these songs were not 

recorded in the Bible, and their form and  

content is purely a matter of conjecture.  

However, it is almost certain that religious 

singing was integrated into everyday existence, 

and played a key role in shaping ancient Irael’s 

folk music culture. 

 
Best Wishes, 

           
 

Cantor Jonathan Friedmann 
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From the 

Simcha Department... 

We are proud to announce that our CPT Board 

member and Las Vegas Review-Journal columnist, 

Barbara Holland, CPM is the recipient of the  

Committee Chair of the Year Award in appreciation 

for her contributions and achievements throughout 

2011 from the Las Vegas Chapter of the Institute of 

Real Estate Management.  Ms. Holland is the Chair 

person for the Legislative Committee of the chapter, 

which also received the Committee of the Year 

award.  In addition, Ms. Holland’s firm, H& L  

Realty and Management Company, received the 

AMO Firm of the Year (Accredited Management 

Organization) award for 2011 from the Institute.   
 

Congratulations to Barbara!   

Mazal Tov, Barbara!  Way to go!! 

CPT member Nikki Segal, owner and founder of Beauty 

in Vegas (http://www.beautyinvegas.com), has been  

selected by the National Association of Professional 

Women as their “VIP Woman of the Year” for 2011,  

recognizing Segal as a leader in her profession, for her 

artistic contributions to local charities and for her tireless 

efforts on behalf of animal welfare. 
 

Segal has spent countless hours teaching the art of air-

brush makeup application, explaining, “Airbrush makeup 

has revolutionized the world of makeup.  It is a skill that 

must be mastered by any professional whose clients will 

be photographed – including bridal photography.”  She 

has given generously of her time and talents to benefit the 

Arthritis Foundation, the Women’s League of Las Vegas, 

and most recently, served as a judge for the 2011 Junior 

Miss Nevada Beauty Pageant. 

While “Beauty in Vegas” keeps Segal very busy, she takes great pride in serving as an active 

member of several animal rescue foundations, donating her time and offering her home as a 

haven for abandoned birds and dogs.  “We need to work together to make a difference so that 

others who are less fortunate can experience happiness,” says Segal. 
 

Segal and her team are highly sought-after hair and makeup artists, specializing in the creation 

of jaw-dropping makeovers, bridal party hair and makeup, hair and makeup services for special 

events and makeup artistry for high profile clients.  For more information, please visit http://

www.beautyinvegas.com .  Mazal Tov, Nikki!  Great job!! 

Do you have a simcha you’d like to share?  Have you been recognized for excellence in your field or for contributions to the  
community?  Well, let’s make sure the CPT family knows about it!!  Contact Davida Lewin-Schermer at davida.lewin@yahoo.com 
or Carrie Matt at carrievospt@gmail.com with information on your achievement so CPT can shep nachas with you!! 

http://www.beautyinvegas.com
http://www.beautyinvegas.com
http://www.beautyinvegas.com


A letter from a reserve Israeli soldier 
 

Shalom, 
 

     The letter below was sent to us by our son Aron who is doing IDF reserve duty on the Egyptian  

border. I would humbly comment that it would be a Kiddush Hashem for the world to see this. Please 

feel free to pass it on to whomever you please, including to the editors of newspapers. 

 

Thank you, 

Marilyn & Josh  

 
 

My name is Aron Adle. 

 

     I am 25 years old, was born in Brooklyn NY, and raised in Efrat, Israel. Though very busy, I don’t 

view my life as unusual. Most of the time, I am just another Israeli citizen. During the day I work as a 

paramedic in Magen David Adom, Israel’s national EMS service. At night, I’m in my first year of law 

school. I got married this October and am starting a new chapter of life together with my wonderful 

wife, Shulamit. 

 

     15-20 days out of every year, I'm called up to the Israeli army to do my reserve duty. I serve as a 

paramedic in an IDF paratrooper unit. My squad is made up of others like me; people living normal 

lives who step up to serve whenever responsibility calls. The oldest in my squad is 58, a father of four 

girls and grandfather of two; there are two bankers, one engineer, a holistic healer, and my 24 year old 

commander who is still trying to figure out what to do with his life. Most of the year we are just normal 

people living our lives, but for 15-20 days each year we are soldiers on the front lines preparing for a 

war that we hope we never have to fight. 

 

     This year, our reserve unit was stationed on the border between Israel, Egypt and the Gaza Strip in 

an area called “Kerem Shalom.” Above and beyond the “typical” things for which we train – war,  

terrorism, border infiltration, etc., - this year we were confronted by a new challenge. Several years 

ago, a trend started of African refugees crossing the Egyptian border from Sinai into Israel to seek  

asylum from the atrocities in Darfur. 

 

     What started out as a small number of men, women and children fleeing from the machetes of the 

Janjaweed and violent fundamentalists to seek a better life elsewhere, turned into an organized industry 

of human trafficking. In return for huge sums of money, sometimes entire life savings paid to Bedouin 

“guides,” these refugees are promised to be transported from Sudan, Eritrea, and other African coun-

tries through Egypt and the Sinai desert, into the safe haven of Israel. 

 

     We increasingly hear horror stories of the atrocities these refugees suffer on their way to freedom. 

They are subject to, and victims of extortion, rape, murder, and even organ theft, their bodies left to rot 

in the desert. Then, if lucky, after surviving this gruesome experience whose prize is freedom, when 

only a barbed wire fence separates them from Israel and their goal, they must go through the final death 

run and try to evade the bullets of the Egyptian soldiers stationed along the border. Egypt’s soldiers are 

ordered to shoot to kill anyone trying to cross the border OUT of Egypt and into Israel. It’s an almost 

nightly event. 
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     For those who finally get across the border, the first people they encounter are Israeli soldiers,  

people like me and those in my unit, who are tasked with a primary mission of defending the lives of 

the Israeli people. On one side of the border soldiers shoot to kill. On the other side, they know they 

will be treated with more respect than in any of the countries they crossed to get to this point. 

 

     The region where it all happens is highly sensitive and risky from a security point of view, an area 

stricken with terror at every turn. It’s just a few miles south of the place where Gilad Shalit was  

kidnapped. And yet the Israeli soldiers who are confronted with these refugees do it not with rifles 

aimed at them, but with a helping hand and an open heart. The refugees are taken to a nearby IDF base, 

given clean clothes, a hot drink, food and medical attention. They are finally safe. 

 

     Even though I live Israel and am aware through media reports of the events that take place on the 

Egyptian border, I never understood the intensity and complexity of the scenario until I experienced it 

myself. 

 

     In the course of the past few nights, I have witnessed much. At 9:00 PM last night, the first reports 

came in of gunfire heard from the Egyptian border. Minutes later, IDF scouts spotted small groups of 

people trying to get across the fence. In the period of about one hour, we picked up 13 men - cold, 

barefoot, dehydrated - some wearing nothing except underpants. Their bodies were covered with  

lacerations and other wounds. We gathered them in a room, gave them blankets, tea and treated their 

wounds. I don’t speak a word of their language, but the look on their faces said it all and reminded me 

once again why I am so proud to be a Jew and an Israeli. Sadly, it was later determined that the  

gunshots we heard were deadly, killing three others fleeing for their lives. 

 

     During the 350 days a year when I am not on active duty, when I am just another man trying to get 

by, the people tasked with doing this amazing job, this amazing deed, the people witnessing these 

events, are mostly young Israeli soldiers just out of high school, serving their compulsory time in the 

IDF, some only 18 years old. 

 

     The refugees flooding into Israel are a heavy burden on our small country. More than 100,000  

refugees have fled this way, and hundreds more cross the border every month. The social, economic, 

and humanitarian issues created by this influx of refugees are immense. There are serious security  

consequences for Israel as well. This influx of African refugees poses a crisis for Israel. Israel has yet 

to come up with the solutions required to deal with this crisis effectively, balancing its’ sensitive social, 

economic, and security issues, at the same time striving to care for the refugees. 

 

     I don’t have the answers to these complex problems which desperately need to be resolved. I’m not 

writing these words with the intention of taking a political position or a tactical stand on the issue. 

 

     I am writing to tell you and the entire world what’s really happening down here on the Egyptian/

Israeli border. And to tell you that despite all the serious problems created by this national crisis, these 

refugees have no reason to fear us. Because they know, as the entire world needs to know, that Israel 

has not shut its eyes to their suffering and pain. Israel has not looked the other way. The State of Israel 

has put politics aside to take the ethical and humane path as it has so often done before, in every  

instance of human suffering and natural disasters around the globe. We Jews know only too well about 

suffering and pain. The Jewish people have been there. We have been the refugees and the persecuted 

so many times, over thousands of years, all over the world.      

Continued from Page 6 



     Today, when African refugees flood our borders in search of freedom and better lives, and some for 

fear of their lives, it is particularly noteworthy how Israel deals with them, despite the enormous strain 

it puts on our country on so many levels. Our young and thriving Jewish people and country, built from 

the ashes of the Holocaust, do not turn their backs on humanity. Though I already knew that, this week 

I once again experienced it firsthand. I am overwhelmed with emotion and immensely proud to be a 

member of this nation. 

 

With love of Israel, 

 

Aron Adler (writing from the Israel/Gaza/Egyptian border) 

 

 

 

Continued from Page 7 
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Great Reading 
 

Someone has written these beautiful words. 

Read and try to understand the deep meaning of it. 

They are like the ten commandments to follow in life, all the time. 

 
1. Prayer is not a “spare wheel” that you pull out when in trouble, but it is a “steering 

wheel” that directs the right path throughout. 

2. A car’s windshield is large and the rearview mirror is small.  Why?  Because our 

PAST is not as important as our FUTURE.  Look ahead and move on. 

3. Friendship is like a book.  It takes a few seconds to burn, but it takes years to write. 

4. All things in life are temporary.  If things are going well, enjoy it—they will not last 

forever.  If things are going wrong, don’t worry—they can’t last long either. 

5. Old friends are Gold!  New friends are Diamonds!  If you get a Diamond, don’t     

forget the Gold, because to hold a diamond you always need a base of Gold! 

6. Often when we lose hope and think this is the end, G-d smiles from above and says, 

“Relax, sweetheart, it’s just a bend, not an end!” 

7. When G-d solves your problems, you have faith in HIS abilities; when G-d doesn’t 

solve your problems HE has faith in your abilities. 

8. A blind person asked G-d, “Can their be anything worse than losing eye sight?”  G-d 

replied, “Yes, losing your vision!” 

9. When you pray for others, G-d listens to you and blesses them.  And sometimes, 

when you are safe and happy, remember that someone has prayed for you. 

10. Worrying does not take away tomorrow’s troubles; it takes away today’s peace. 

 

 

If you enjoyed this, please pass it on to others. 

It may just brighten someone else’s day... 
 



A Mystical Message about Chanukah  
from Rabbi Zalman Schachter Shalomi 

 
Note from Rabbi Mintz:  A great thinker, contemporary mystic, and influential visionary, Rabbi Zalman 

Schachter Shalomi (Reb Zalman), is one of my mentors and the founder of the Renewal movement.  

 

 

Several times the Bible tells us that God wants to have a place “to make His name dwell  

therein” it’s interesting that it says not that ‘I will dwell there’ but that my Name will dwell 

there. While everything is God, in God, the whole cosmos is not separate from God, the point 

that a Temple makes is - that there is a concentrated, stronger focus of the quality of divinity for 

those who enter there. So while it is true that God is in everything there is, everything that is 

broadcasts its own quality, a Temple was a broadcasting tower from which a signal went out to 

the world. The carrier wave was a field of blessing and the message stream was the way in 

which God would like to see the world in harmony in order to receive that blessing. There 

would also be a certain kind of beacon in the broadcast of giving meaning to life and the sense 

of justice and compassion for the world. In each human being there is a receiver for that broad-

cast – – because divine compassion broadcasts on human wavelengths. People who are open to 

God and want to be open to receive that beacon can in this way recalibrate their moral and ethi-

cal life. 

Although the First and the Second Temples were destroyed, the teaching says that the Third 

Temple is already present on a higher and more subtle vibratory scale. The broadcast comes 

even now from that Temple and is received by some people and – – alas – – not by others. The 

beacon to us human beings also invites us to contribute to that broadcast (and in the way in 

which we invest energy we boost the signal strength in public worship and in private prayer, in 

meditation and then acts of justice and compassion. We beam these back to the source of the 

broadcast which we call the Name of God. [There are many more possible models for that  

process, while they usually prefer an organismic model for the sake of modeling but this  

process is I find that the technical model of broadcast will help me make the point] 

 

There are two modes of looking as reality in Jewish mysticism: a) Yichuda Ila’ah and b) Yi-

chuda tata’ah. Yichuda ila’ah, the higher union, is when we unify everything in God to the 

point where the infinite is the only reality there is. This points to the sentence and its intention 

Shma Yisrael — Echad.  
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Yichuda tata’ah on the other hand, is indicated by the sentence that follows: Baruch Shem-

Kevod-Malchuto le’olam va’ed, may the name of the glory of his kingdom/the reflection of  

majestic effulgence reach us here in our world. It sees the universe as God embodied in all the 

details of life from galaxies to humans and from humans to energy particles as one organismic, 

living, conscious whole. 

 

There is a further teaching that touches the cosmic process of Yom Kippur: each Yom Kippur a 

new Shem , a God name is emanated downward to energize the world for the coming year.  

Embedded in it is the direction that divine Providence wants each part of the cosmos to take. 

The name that came down the year before is no longer serviceable for the present year. The 

Kabbalah describes it as if the energy matrix of the last year has been corrupted (by human  

beings trespassing on the divine intention). [Imagine; the house having a hot-air furnace and 

every room has filters through which the heated air passes – and it gets clogged and needs to be 

replaced]  

 
The great broadcast of divine indwelling which beams to the human heart, his inner  

sanctuary, a hologram of the cosmic Temple, is a receiver. It therefore also depends on our  

attunement to receive the broadcast. I believe that every spiritual discipline is set to attune 

us to be able to receive this broadcast with greater fidelity. So in our liturgy we ask: 

“cleanse our hearts so that we might serve You in truth” Emmet/Truth has the sense of  

being attuned to what it is and how it is in reality. 

 

Prior to the building of the Temple in Jerusalem we had a traveling Tabernacle and that was 

built after the Exodus from Egypt. The Bible tells us how it had to be built to very precise  

specifications. At the end of the book of Exodus there is a description of how when the  

Tabernacle was completed the Divine Presence made Her entrance to reside there. Later when 

the Bible tells us about Balaam the prophet sent to curse our people he could not help but say 

“how goodly are your tents O Jacob, your dwelling place O Israel” He saw the tribes encamped 

about the Tabernacle in the center and all the tribes in harmony with that broadcast.   —–  What 

a remarkable vision that is – to be able to see all the nations on earth receiving that broadcast 

and living in harmony. It is such a vision that likes to appear to us in our vision of the messianic 

era. 

 

The teaching we received about how the Tabernacle in the desert had to be prepared to receive 

the indwelling includes also the final act of anointing the surfaces of the Tabernacle with sacred 

oil. Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, the Apter Rebbe, in his great work Ohev Yisrael points out 

that the Tabernacle came to life as a result of that anointing.  

Continued from Page 10 
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Continued from Page 11 

In addition the lighting of the sacred candelabrum brought awareness to the sanctuary. You 

have here the image of something organic, alive and aware being the center from which the  

sacred broadcast issued. 

 

When The Broadcast Is Denatured 

 

It is quite easy to understand from our own lives and existence to what extent we have been 

flooded with information and impressions from all kinds of sources. It requires a great deal of 

stilling the mind in order to tune into the divine broadcast. However, the media have usurped 

the bandwidth of our consciousness so that only with great difficulty can we tune in to the 

broadcast that seeks us to live in harmony. 

 

This is the preface to the story of Hanukkah. When the people had come back from Babylon 

and rebuilt the Temple, although it lacked some of the Sancta of the first Temple, it  

nevertheless was able to broadcast the message: “the universe exists on three coordinates: on 

Torah, on Avodah and on G’millut Hassadim.” The divine name had settled in the Temple on 

the broadcast was resumed. 

 

A new culture--that of the Hellenists--spread over Asia Minor and the Fertile Crescent with the 

broadcast that was inimical to the one that came from Jerusalem. They invaded the Temple, 

desecrated it, offered swine on its altar and thereby changed the broadcast. . This proved  

allergic to the soul of the Jews, who under the Maccabees, took up the sword against the  

Hellenists, and after fierce battles in which they experienced that God helped them, they freed 

the Temple and purified it. Now they needed to light the sacred Menorah. In order to do this 

one needs specially and meticulously prepared olive oil. Finally after much searching they 

found one little cruse of oil still sealed with the seal of the high priest that contained just enough 

to light the menorah for one day. 

 

It takes seven days to make fresh oil. They didn’t want to wait until he had enough oil for 

the continuous lighting. That would’ve meant a delay. They so craved to receive the sacred 

broadcast that they did not wait. When the oil in the Menorah burned for eight days until 

the fresh oil could be produced, it was seen as a miracle. 

 

The natural order was at one time seen by religious teachers as being superseded by the  

supernatural order. I like to speak of it as the miraculous order that at times becomes visible to 

our awareness which steadily suffuses what we call the natural order. Much of liturgy and 

teaching prepares us to tune into that miraculous order. Culturally, the natural order has been  
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subverted to utilitarian purposes. The stronger that template covers the natural order the less we 

are in touch with the miraculous order. 

 

The ritual and liturgy connected with Hanukkah and the candles are there to cleanse the doors 

of our perceptions so that we might again be attuned to the order of the miraculous. So we are 

taught that “these candles and their light are sacred and we have no permission to make use of 

them. All we must do is to just look at them”. 

 

Gazing at the candles as they are in themselves is the meditative contemplation we are urged to 

do on Hanukkah. 

 

While it is important to display the menorah so that it could be seen from the street, the purpose 

is that even the street may receive the benefit of PirsumaNissa, to be made aware of the miracu-

lous order. 

 

Olam Shanah Nefesh As Eons 

 

The Sefer Yetzirah speaks about the three dimensions of Olam, Shanah and Nefesh. Olam – 

world – denotes the dimension of space, Shanah – year – denotes dimension of time and Nefesh 

– soul/spirit the note the dimension of the individual. There is a view that described each one of 

these three dimensions as dominating a separate eon. ( Joachim de Fiore, a Christian mystic 

spoke of it as the eon of the Father, which is followed by the eon of the Son and then followed 

by the eon of the Holy Spirit). When the dimension of space, Olam, dominated, we speak of the 

Temple in Jerusalem in a particular locale. When the Temple was destroyed and a paradigm 

shift happened we speak of the next eon as the one of Shanah, we no longer had the sanctuary 

in space but the sanctuary became one of time: Shabbat and the holy days. Here, the High Holy 

Days serve as the source of the broadcast for the whole year. We lived our spiritual life in the 

dimension of sacred time, in the illo tempore time. The paradigm shift occurred in our day after 

the Holocaust, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, the Moon walk and Internet. The Gaian crisis, brings us 

into an eon where things depend on the individual, the Nefesh. At this point the receiver of the 

broadcast is what is in our heart. In order to fine tune this receiver it is also necessary to be in 

some connection and communion with individuals who are attuned to the sacred broadcast. 

 

The rules stated in the Talmud specify that all that is necessary for each household to have 

one candle at the door facing the street, located as follows: “the Mezuzzah at the right and 

the Hanukkah candle at the left of the door and below 10 handbreadths”. The Talmud 

then further tells us that there are people who are more meticulous and generous in their 
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observance the Mehadrin and that they have one candle per person of the household. Then 

the Talmud says that those who are meticulous of the meticulous, the Mehadrin min haMe-

hadrin, the generous of the generous will light each one, one to eight candles following the 

teachings of Hillel beginning with one the first night and going up to eight, by adding each 

night another candle. Shammai’s school opted for beginning with eight and going down to 

one reducing each night by one candle. [In another area of difference of ruling Hillel says 

that light has many colors whereas Shammai says that there is only one color to light. It 

has been my custom to use two electric menorahs one with colored light bulbs following 

the rule of Hillel and one with only white bulbs following the rule of Shammai] on each 

menorah] 

 

To return to the main theme: Hanukkah is all about Pirsuma Nissa and being in touch with the 

miraculous order. The place from which we can tune in to the miraculous order is in opening 

ourselves to the imaginal realm and to look at what is before us; the light of the Hanukkah  

candles. 

 

At the very time when we are in the darkest days of the year lighting the candles for Hanukkah 

brings us back to the miraculous order. This is what we need to invoke for ourselves and for the 

rest of the world at this time. May we be granted the vision of the good world that is to emerge 

from the present dark chaos. 
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Bon Appetit 

 

For those of you who had the chance to try Phyllis Zuckerman’s Honey Cake recipe (posted in 

last month’s Kol Kiruv), Phyllis thought you might enjoy another one of her treasured recipes.  

Several of us have been fortunate enough to taste Phyllis’ kugel, and now we can enjoy this tra-

ditional treat at home! 

 

So without further delay… 

Here’s What’s Cooking with Phyllis! 

 

Kugel 

 
Ingredients 

 

1 lb. Broad, Wide Noodles 

1/2 lb. Butter (8 oz. stick) 

1 1/2 c. Sugar 

1 lb. Cottage Cheese 

1 pt. Sour Cream 

2 c. Milk 

8 Eggs 

2 tsp. Vanilla 

1 c. Raisins (put in water to soften) 

Cinnamon/Sugar Blend 

Optional:  1 small can Crushed Pineapple 

                  Graham Cracker Crumbs 

 

Instructions 

 

 Cook noodles following instructions on package and drain.  Melt butter and add to noodles. 

 Beat the milk, eggs and vanilla to a foamy mixture.  Add the rest of the ingredients to the 

mixture. 

 Butter the pan (Phyllis uses a rectangular glass Pyrex© dish), and pour the mixture into the 

dish.  NOTE:  Mixture will be soupy—if desired, drain off a little of the mixture from the 

dish. 

 Sprinkle top of kugel with the cinnamon/sugar blend.  Graham cracker crumbs can also be 

sprinkled atop the kugel. 

 Bake the kugel in a 325° oven for 1 hour (or until done—1 1/2 hours) 

 Enjoy!! 
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                SUMMER 2012:  ADVENTURE TRAVEL OPPORTUNITY 
 

Dear Congregation P’nai Tikvah, 

 

     We hope this holiday season has been meaningful for you. As a colleague of your rabbi,  

Rabbi Yocheved Mintz, I’d like to share details about an exciting opportunity, you might  

wish to consider:  a 2012 Jewish River Trip through Grand Canyon.  
 

     We will be traveling with Arizona Raft Adventures, one of the best professional river  

outfitters in the Canyon. We‘ll be on one (or two) 33 foot motorized rubber rafts custom  

designed to be comfortable and safe while still exciting on the rapids. Motors do not run  

all the time, but we need them to get through the river in eight days (the alternative is a  

paddle trip, but that takes much more time, requires more skill, is more physically demanding,  

costs more money and is harder to book). Ninety percent of the river is calm water so we  

will have meditative time floating on the river. The rapids range from riffles to thrilling.  

AzRA is a third generation family business with over 40 years experience in the Canyon.  

We strongly encourage you to check out their website where you’ll get a good sense of what  

to expect: http://www.azraft.com/index.cfm?HeaderOpen=header1 
 

     We’ll be in the Grand Canyon for eight days, rafting the river as the walls rise above us,  

hiking in breathtaking side canyons, visiting waterfalls and camping on the beach for seven  

nights–from Wednesday, July 4, thru the 11th. We’ll offer memorable morning services,  

Jewish meditation, kosher-friendly meals, Jewish teachings about living with nature.  

We’ll sing, give thanks and praise, and have great fun. All activities on shore are optional! 

 
     Folks must arrive in Flagstaff on Tuesday, July 3 for an orientation evening with our  

professional river guides at the Radisson Woodlands Hotel in Flagstaff, Arizona. Plan to  

stay at the hotel again on Wednesday, July 11th and to depart on Thursday, July 12. If you  

want to see the Grand Canyon from the rim, or visit Sedona or Flagstaff before or after our  

river trip, we can help you plan. 
 

     The cost of the trip is $2588. For those who do not have a National Park pass (senior or  

other), there’s an additional park entrance fee of $12. Also plan on two nights in the hotel  

at a reduced rate of $90 plus tax per night (per room with up to four person occupancy).  

The minimum age for the trip is 10 years old. Registration is done through Lev Chadash,  

our non-profit, religious and educational organization. You need to send a $250 deposit  

per person by December 10. The balance is due by January 10, for we must make final  

payment to AzRA by January 16. Checks should be made payable to Lev Chadash. When  

we get your deposit, you’ll receive a packet with more information about clothing and  

other things to bring. AzRA provides all tents, sleeping bags, pads, etc. 
 

     How will this river trip be different from all other river trips? It is a... 

• ... chartered trip with Jews who love Judaism, nature, and adventure. 

• ... spiritual retreat with daily opportunities for community sharing, and quiet, alone time  

 ... chance to live, learn and davven in one of the most awe-inspiring parts of all Creation.  
 

In joyful anticipation, 

 

Rabbi Nina Perlmutter & Tom Brodersen  

 

Lev Chadash: Jewish Southwest Encounters 

4774 South Arizona Road 

Prescott, Arizona 86303  

928-777-8172 
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March of the Living 2012:   
The Las Vegas Delegation 
 
The Jewish Federation of Las Vegas is pleased to announce this year’s recruitment of our Las 

Vegas Community Delegation for the March of the Living program. The March of the Living is 

an international teen program in which thousands of young Jews experience Yom HaShoah-

Holocaust Memorial Day at Auschwitz and celebrate Yom Ha’atzmaut-Israel Independence 

Day in Jerusalem! 
 

This year’s Las Vegas March of the Living delegation will once again be a partnership between 

the Jewish Federation and Temple Beth Sholom for all Jewish teenagers, regardless of affilia-

tion or membership. The delegation is a true community-wide group and all Jewish teenagers 

are invited to participate. All Jewish youth groups, schools, congregations and organizations are 

invited to participate and asked to help support the March of the Living by promoting it to your 

teenagers and their families. 
 

The Audrey Merkin Scholarship Fund Luncheon, the main fundraising event for the March of 

the Living will be held December 14th (11:00 am) at Piero’s Italian Cuisine. We encourage the 

entire community to support this event which helps to provide scholarship funds for all March 

of the Living participants. 
 

We hope you will encourage any and all Jewish teenagers to consider taking part in the year’s 

March of the Living program. With our joint partnership, we hope to send our largest delegation 

to date. 
 

For more information about the March of the Living and registration materials please contact 

Carol Jeffries at Temple Beth Sholom (804-1333 or cjeffries@bethsholomlv.org) 



Welcome to BBYO Passport - the leading provider of travel programs for Jewish teens. Join us for a summer 
of new experiences, new friendships and a new way of looking at the world. Passport trips combine elements 
of active touring, community service, cross-cultural immersion and meaningful Jewish experiences to create 
memories that last a lifetime.  
BBYO membership is not required. 

Check out our new website and learn more at www.bbyopassport.org  

 

 

 

 

 

Risk-Free Trip Registration [Early Bird Discount] 

Summer 2012 program registration is OPEN. The first 100 teens to sign-up for a BBYO Passport summer 
program automatically receive a $125 early registration discount. Claim it today. Additionally, all 
trip payments are 100% refundable through March 15, 2012. There is truly nothing to lose by registering 
now. Learn More: Registration Info 

Scholarship Opportunities 

Need help covering BBYO Passport program tuition? Generous scholarships are available for teens wishing 
to participate in the March of the Living as well as summer programs to Israel. Learn More: Discounts & 
Scholarships   
 

 

 

 

 

The March of the Living - National Teen Delegation 

Join thousands of Jewish teens worldwide this April 16 - April 30, 2012 on BBYO's National Teen Delegation 
to the March of the Living. The March is a two-week, life-altering journey where teens bear witness to the de-
struction of the Holocaust in Poland followed by a celebration of the State of Israel in the Jewish Homeland. 

Learn More: March of the Living       

Can't take off during the school year for the March? BBYO Passport also offers a 4+ week summer trip to Poland, Pra-
gue, Budapest & Israel. Learn More:  Euro-Israel Journey Central    
 
 
 
 

 
Why BBYO Passport This Summer? 

We know you have choices. Here are some reasons to join us for your next summer adventure. 

THE LEADER IN JEWISH TEEN TRAVEL Passport programs welcome over 800 teens each year on trips to Isra-
el, Europe, Africa, Costa Rica, and the Western USA. 

 DESIGNED FOR JEWISH TEENS OF ALL BACKGROUNDS Passport programs embrace pluralistic Jewish 
values and are appropriate for Jewish teens of all backgrounds. Prior BBYO involvement with is not nec-
essary.. 

Register Risk-Free and Save! 

Teen Travel to Israel, Europe, Costa Rica, Africa & the Western USA 
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 A SUMMER THAT TEENS AND PARENTS CAN AGREE ON! 
Parents know that Passport experiences will be enriching and meaningful. Teens know they have signed 

on for the adventure of a lifetime. It's the best of both worlds..  
 SPECIALIZED STAFF TEAMS  Get to know our family. Passport programs are staffed by a highly selective 

group of licensed guides, community professionals, informal educators and emerging leaders.. 
 CHART YOUR OWN COURSE Passport makes it easy to plan your summer the way you want. Trips depart 

every Tuesday from mid-June to late July - with trip connection and extension.  
 
 
 
 
 

Adults & Family Travel - Israel, Italy and Poland Trips  

BBYO Passport offers opportunities for adults & families to share in the experience of Jewish-based travel as well.  

Explore your options...  

The Israel Family Journey is a balanced travel experience in Israel designed for families and adults alike. Perfect for first-

timers in Israel and anyone seeking a fresh perspective. Dates are offered throughout the summer.  

The Italy Family Journey encompasses Milan, Venice, Florence, Pisa and Rome. Take in the treasures of Italy - cul-

tural, natural, historical, and culinary - in the context of a meaningful Jewish experience of past and present. Dates: June 27 - 

July 8, 2012 . 
The March of the Living - Adult & Family Delegation presents a unique opportunity to take part in the March of 

the Living with like-minded adults while still being connected to the larger cross-generational experience. Dates: April 

16 - April 27, 2012  

New Programs for Summer 2012!    
7th and 8th Grade Travel to the Western USA  
BBYO Passport is proud to offer our first program for current 7th and 8th graders! Join Trek West USA Connect.on a two-

week journey through the world famous national parks and cities of the American West. Challenge yourself on breathtaking 

hikes, give back on local service projects, and bond with new friends on the ultimate road trip.. 

The South Africa Journey - Safari, Service & Community  
Head deep into the southern hemisphere on an epic safari adventure. The South African Journey is a 3-week experience com-

bining safari, service, and programming with local Jewish teens from Cape Town. Along the way, we will reflect on 

the legacy of the anti-apartheid movement and come face-to-face with lions, elephants, giraffes and much, much more.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks for checking out everything that is new and exciting at BBYO Passport. Much more information is 
posted online at www.bbyopassport.org.   Send us your questions, get registered, and start your next sum-
mer's journey with BBYO Passport today! 
 

Best Wishes,  
Lane 
Lane Schlessel, MSW / Sr. Program Director 
Tel: 1-800-698-1002 / Fax: 1-202-315-3908    

lane@bbyopassport.org / www.bbyopassport.org     

Play. Travel. Explore.  
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Oh, What a Night!! 

CPT Shopping Night at  

Fresh & Easy was a BLAST!!! 

Side-by-Side:  Hannah Werner bags groceries for one 
customer as Gaby Werner and Morah (teacher) Carly 

Matt bag groceries at the next register. 

(L to R) Marlene Silverman, Carrie Matt, Roz Tessler and 
Harriet Bernstein are “here to help”! 

Aaron Segal and Billy Matt collect  and 
check every receipt! 

Gaby Werner mugs for the camera as Morah Carly  
helps Billy bag groceries.  No eggs or bread on the 

bottom, Billy! 

Fresh & Easy friends—Max Vande Camp and Billy 
Matt. 

Max Vande Camp, doing a great job keeping 
those conveyors clean! 

MayLee DeLee, CPT’s “secret weapon”, overseeing the 
operation and keeping an eye on our receipt collection 

box.  Could you refuse her your receipt ?? 

Thursday night, November 17th—exactly 
one week before Thanksgiving—was a 
very busy and profitable evening for  
Congregation P’nai Tikvah as members 
came out to volunteer their time at our  
Fresh & Easy Shopping Night (Del Webb 

and Lake Mead Boulevards in  
Summerlin)! 
 

Whether packing groceries, cleaning 
conveyors, chatting with customers 
or collecting those Fresh & Easy  
receipts that translate into cash for 
our congregation, all hands were  
definitely on deck. 
 

To date we’ve earned $186 based on 
receipts collected.  We even  
collected $22 in cash donations from 
Fresh & Easy shoppers!  The F & E 
Shop for Schools program will let us 
know soon what our total donation 
will be — that’s right, we’ll receive 
5% of all Fresh & Easy Summerlin 
sales that took place from 4:00 
through 8:00 PM on November 17th! 

CPT is very grateful to those 
members who volunteered at our 
Shopping Night: Harriet Bernstein, 
Michael and MayLee DeLee,  
Nancy Goldberg, April and Jimmy 
Long, Max Vande Camp, Carrie, 
Carly and Billy Matt, Jay and  
Aaron Segal, Marlene Silverman, 
Roz Tessler, Claudio, Jessie,  
Gabriela and Hannah Werner, and 
Rabbi Mintz.  We couldn’t have 
done this without you!! 
 

We’re still collecting F & E receipts 
totaling $20 or more through  
December 31st, so keep those 
receipts coming!  Remember, we 
earn $1 for every $20 spent at any 
Fresh & Easy Neighborhood  
Market...and if we earn $500 from  
collected receipts, Fresh & Easy 
will give us a $50 bonus!  Bring 
your receipts to services or send 
them into the congregation office. 
 

Shop Fresh & Easy for CPT!!! 
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Because Everyone Can Use A 

LAUGH!! 

According to the Jewish calendar, the year is 5772.   
According to the Chinese calendar, the year is 4708.   
This means that the Jews went without Chinese food for 1,064 years.   
  

 

This period was known as the Dark Ages. 
        - Submitted by Jay Segal 

Always good to know that we’re appreciated... 

- Submitted by Rabbi Mintz  
                   and Steve Mintz 

Harvey’s mother gave him two sweaters 

on the first night of Chanukah.  The next 

night when he come over for dinner, he 

made sure to wear one of them. 

 

As he entered the house, instead of the 

expected smile, Harvey’s mother said, 

“What’s the matter?   

You didn’t like the other one?” 

 

 
 - From www.Jewlarious.com 

A woman goes to the post office to 

buy stamps for her Chanukah cards.   
 

She says to the clerk,  

“May I have 50 Chanukah stamps?” 
 

The clerk say, “What denomination?” 
 

“Oy,” the woman says, “has it come to this?  

Give me 6 Orthodox, 12 Conservative and 32 

Reform.” 

   - From kehilatisrael.net 

As a Jew, I sometimes find it disheartening that 
at this time of year that there is such a strong 
representation of Christmas in the retail  
market, while Chanukah is all but excluded.  
Well, here’s a retailer that made an attempt to 
acknowledge the Jewish community and the 
“Festival of Lights”...but didn’t get it quite right.  

Have a joke or funny story to share?  We’d love to 
hear it!  (Nu—who doesn’t like to laugh??)  Send your 
submission to Carrie Matt at carrievospt@gmail.com 
and you might see it here!  Remember, don’t send it in 
if you couldn’t tell it to your bubbie and zaydie ! 

- Submitted by Jay Segal 



UPDATES 
and 

Fundraising Opportunities 

4 

Show Your Support for P’nai Tikvah’s  
Jewlicious Learning by collecting and 

giving us your Box Tops For Education! 
 

Box Tops for Education is a very simple way for 
you to contribute to VOS-PT’s Jewlicious Learn-
ing program every time you shop!  Clip box tops 
from hundreds of products.  
Each box top is worth 10 cents 
for the program, and some 
products are offering double 
and triple box tops!  Bring them 
to services with you and place them in the “Box 
Tops for  Education” box.  For a complete list of 
products bearing the Box Tops for Education 
symbol, go to:  
http://www.boxtops4education.com . 
 
Special thanks to member Jessie Werner for 
volunteering to coordinate our “Box Tops” effort! 
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Keep Shopping!   
We Collect Receipts Until December 31st! 

 

Fresh and Easy Neighborhood Market’s Shop for 
Schools program is underway!!  This is a great way 
to support P’nai Tikvah’s Jewlicious Learning  
program.  From now until December 31st, for every 
$20 you spend at your local Fresh and Easy, the  
Jewlicious Learning program earns $1.00 — that 
can add up quickly!  Just remember to save your 
receipt and turn it in at services or directly to the  
administrative office.  If we earn $500 from collected 
receipts, Fresh & Easy will give us a $50 bonus!  So 
help us out and shop, shop, Shop for Schools at 
Fresh and Easy!! 

Calling All Crafters !! 
Do you make jewelry, knit, 
crochet, paint, throw pots?  
Would you like to have an 
opportunity to showcase 
and sell your wares before 
our worship services and at our special events?  
We’d like to start a Craft Corner or Travelling 
Gift Shop to benefit both the synagogue and 
our artistic members!  This is in the formative 
stages, and we need crafters to start.  Please 
call the office at (702) 436-4900 for more  
information. 

Let’s Get Ready to Wrap! 
Can you believe it’s that time again?  They’ll be wrapping 
paper, bows and ribbons, tape and scissors, but we need 
YOU to make our efforts complete!  Our holiday giftwrap-
ping days at Barnes & Noble (both east and west side lo-
cations) has been a great fundraiser for CPT, and we’re 
counting on your support again this year.   
 

Dates and times for wrapping at Barnes & Noble in  
Henderson are: 

 Sunday, 12/18, from 3 until 8 PM 

 Wednesday, 12/21, from 1 until 5 PM 

 Thursday, 12/22, from 1 until 5 PM 

 Friday, 12/23, from 1 until 5 PM 

 Saturday, 12/24, from 1 until 6 PM 
Please contact Dale Gardner at cabinutsky@aol.com to 
volunteer!  The Henderson store is located at 567 North 
Stephanie. 
 

We are fully staffed for the Barnes 
& Noble Northwest location (2191 
North Rainbow in the Rainbow 
Promenade), but come by on  
December 4, 11 and 18 (all  
Sundays) from 3 until 8 PM to say 
“hi”, shop and help the cause!   

Congregation P’nai Tikvah has  
New Facebook and Twitter Addresses 

Social networking with your shul is easier than ever!  “Like” 
us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/pnaitikvahlv and 
follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/pnaitikvahlv . 
 

Thanks to member Danielle Holland—CPT’s social 
network maven—for keeping us current!! 



 

For details regarding current CPT fundraisers or 
suggestions for future fundraising opportunities, 
please email the synagogue office at  
carrievospt@gmail.com. 

cont. from page 18 

TORAH STUDY  

THIS MONTH: 
 

Rabbi Mintz will lead Torah 

Study on Par’shat Vayetzei on 

Saturday, December 3rd and on Par’shat  

Vayeshev on Saturday, December 17th at her home 

at 10:00 a.m..  A bagel and lox brunch will be 

served.  Please call the office at (702) 436-4900 or 

email Rabbi Mintz at gkmintz@aol.com to RSVP. 
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Women’s Rosh Chodesh  

Calendar for the Year 
    

As we journey through 5772, we don’t want you to 

miss a minute of what’s in store for Women’s Rosh 

Chodesh! The remaining meeting dates are: 
 

 Kislev/December 4 (at 

Linda Kauffman’s) 

 Tevet/ December 25 (at 

Marlene Silverman’s) 

 Sh'vat/January 29  

 Adar/February 26 (at Annie Goodrich’s)  

 Nisan/March 25  
 Iyyar/April 22 (actually on Rosh Chodesh!)  

 Sivan/May 20 (Yom Yerushalayim— we’ll  

      attend the scheduled program at 3:00 PM at  

      Midbar Kodesh Temple in Henderson, then grab                     

      a bite to eat after at the Cheesecake Factory 
 

We still need homes in which to hold meetings for 

Sh’vat, Nisan and Iyyar.  Please call the office at 

(702) 436-4900 or email carrievospt@gmail.com to 

offer to host one (or more) of these dates.  We will 

announce the locations and times of these meetings 

in our service programs, in the newsletter and in 

email updates. 

 

Sponsoring an Oneg Shabbat !! 
  Cater an Oneg Shabbat !!   
Do you have a simcha to celebrate?  What about 

honoring the memory of a loved one?  For $100, 

the buying, the preparing, the schlepping, serving 

and clean-up is done!  Your job? Take all the credit 

– you deserve it!  Or maybe you’re “closet caterer”?  

Do you swell with pride when someone tells you 

they just have to have that recipe?  Or maybe you 

can’t even find the stove, but you love finding  

delectable goodies at a great price!  Either way, we 

can use your help and will guide you through the 

process!  Whether sponsoring or catering, sign-up on 

the Oneg Shabbat board at services, call the  

office at (702) 436– 4900 or 

send an email to  

carrievospt@gmail.com.  

Provide a nosh and do a mitz-

vah at the same time! 

A full house in full-study mode! 

A little chavrutah, a little nosh! 

Just one of the many chumashim available 
to guide your study. 

- Photos submitted by Barbara Holland 

mailto:carrievospt@gmail.com


NEWSLETTER ADS:   
If you are interested in placing an ad in the  

Kol Kiruv, you are welcome to send the ad to 

Davida.Lewin@yahoo.com.  The cost is $25 for 1/4 

page, $50 for 1/2 page, and $100 for a full page.  

Placement of ad is subject to approval by the editor. 

Mitzvah envelopes:  
Mitzvah envelopes are given out at services with the 

hope that they will be filled out and returned with a 

donation for the congregation. Honoring or  

remembering loved ones, giving tzedakah for a 

MiShebeirach, simply being thankful for meaningful  

services, and any other reason you can think of helps the 

congregation’s sustainability.                                                                    

WANTED:   

Help in Setting Up the Worship Area 
 

Getting your home ready for a get-together can be pret-
ty challenging...especially if you’re short on time and 
help.  Well, our home at Kraft-Sussman (as great as it 
is) requires preparation and set-up on Friday afternoons 
so it is ready for services on Friday evenings.  We could 
definitely use your assistance with this.  The set-up time 
shrinks when a number of people pitch-in.  So step up 
to perform this mitzvah (after all, how close are you to 
the magic number 613?) and call the office at (702) 436
-4900 to volunteer.   

cont. from page 19 
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A Thank You from 
Help JFSA Make Some Miracles! 

The Jewish Family Service Agency is requesting assistance 
in brightening the lives of some of its clients during the 
Chanukah season. 
 

The agency is accepting new, unwrapped toys for its  
Chanukah Toy Drive and is asking for the following items 
to add to gift baskets for Holocaust Survivors: 
 Cookies 
 Crackers 
 Hot Chocolate 
 Hot Tea 
 Latka Mix 
 Stationary or a cute memo pad 
 Pens 
 Dried Fruit 
 Lip Balm 
 Lotion 
 Chocolate 
 

The deadline for both efforts is  Monday, December 5th.  
You can bring the items directly to the JFSA, to services on 
December 2nd, to the Rabbi’s home or to the Matt’s home 
for delivery to the JFSA.  Chag Chanukah Sameach to all! 

Tu B’Shvat is February 7th!! 
NOW is a Great Time to Put Your  

“Pennies in the Pushka”! 
Although we are quickly approaching the first day of  
winter, it won’t be long after that our thoughts will turn to 

those of springtime...with flowers 
budding and trees once again taking 
on lush foliage (even in the desert!).  
Tu B’Shvat (the New Year for the 

Trees) is February 7th!  Pick—up your JNF Blue Box at ser-
vices this month and start depositing your change now!  
We play a big part in planting trees, establishing irrigation 
systems and all the other necessary services Jewish Na-
tional Fund provides to the State of Israel every time we 
“put a penny in the pushka”.  Support Israel, support JNF!! 

mailto:Davida.Lewin@yahoo.com


 

A Jewlicious November 
 

With new students Max and Kali, the Jewlicious Learners enjoyed a very fun and productive November, each 

Monday coloring holiday placemats, learning about the week’s parashat, continuing Hebrew studies, and  

preparing songs to perform at the Chanukah party.  In addition, they also participated in a successful  

congregation fundraiser! 

 

On November 7, the class discussed Parashat Lech L’cha and reenacted the torah portion with a play.  They 

laughed liked Sarah did when finding out she was having a baby at such an old age.  They learned about the 

transition from polytheism to monotheism, how Abraham realized worshipping one god was more logical than 

worshipping several. 

 

Rabbi Mintz enlightened the pondering talmidim (students) about why Cheshvan is referred to as “Mar 

Cheshvan.”  Jews see it as sad because no holidays take place during this month.  The independent thinking 

Jewlicious Learners thought otherwise… that perhaps God made Cheshvan this way as a recovery time of 

sorts after the High Holidays to spend time with our families. 

On November 14, the class completed their Sukkot placemats and began the Chanukah placemats.  They then 

learned how to introduce themselves in Hebrew by saying, “Shalom.  Ani -______.”  They also familiarized 

themselves with the Hebrew vocabulary terms “Ani” (“I am”), “Na l’hakir” (“please meet”) and 

“bat” (“daughter”).  They also began learning their very jazzy, very snazzy rendition of “Mi-Chamocha”-- 

they sang and dance with joy when hearing this was the song that Miriam sang in celebration after our people 

crossed the Red Sea. 

 

The yeladim (children) discovered that all of the stories they have read and learned about thus far had all come 

from the same book: the Torah.  Rabbi taught us that the Torah is the first part of the TaNaKh (Bible), and 

that a “Yad,” or a Torah pointer (“hand” literally in Hebrew) is what the reader uses to keep their place.  The  

students began making their own yadaim. 

 

November 17th was Congregation P’nai Tikvah’s Fresh & Easy shopping night (see page 21).  It ran from 4 

until 8 pm, and we are so thankful for the participation of so many of our Jewlicious Learning families.  The 

students worked very hard, checking to see that every receipt met the requirement of $20 or more.  They 

cleaned the check out stations, and told all shoppers about our congregation and Jewlicious Learning.  With 

the kids’ help we even received cash donations from the generous public. 

 

At the following class on November 21, the yeladim were rewarded 

with an ice cream social for their participation at Fresh & Easy.  

After the special treat, the students continued with their Chanukah 

placemats, learned several more Chanukah songs, and discussed the 

difference between a menorah and a Chanukiyah.  They learned 

new vocabulary words such as “borei” (“he/she created”), 

“ahava” (“love”), “mah” (“what”), and “ner” (candle).  They also 

painted their beautiful “yadaim” and took them home. 

 

We can’t wait to see what the month of Kislev holds and are very 

excited to perform for you at the (pre-) Chanukah party!! 
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Some of our Jewlicious Learners enjoy ice cream sundaes as 
a reward for their help at CPT’s Fresh & Easy shopping 

night.  (Bottom row, l to r:  Hannah Werner, Sami Holland, 

Billy Matt and Aaron Segal.  Top row, l to r:  Gabriela 
Werner, Kali Adler-Swanberg and Jacob Koubi.) 



and dancing the Mi-Chamocha... 

Interpreting B’reishit... 

Jewish Learners: A Pictorial 

Akiva MayLee Shoshanah Sima Yaakov 

and rocking a Bukharin kippah... 

And working together… 

  Jewliciously!!! 
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MITZVAH ENVELOPES 

 

 

 

 

     

 
 

Carol & Larry Bernstein 

- In memory of Carol's father Abe Falk 

Ann Brandt 

- In appreciation of Rabbi Mintz 

Dotti & Ken Elgart 

David Aris 

Jon Wennstrom 

Davida Lewin-Schermer 

- In memory of my brother-Stewart Lurie 

Ann Brandt 

- In memory of Nathan Etkind 

- In memory of Minnie Etkind 

Zandra Bender 

- In memory of Kate Bender 

 

 

"CHAI CONTRIBUTIONS" TO LIFE! 
 

 

 

TORAH FUND 

 

ISRAELI TREES 

 

PRAYER BOOK DEDICATIONS 
For $40.00 a prayer book can be dedicated  

“In Memory” or “In Honor of” and a card from  

CPT will be sent to the family.  The prayer book  

plate will be placed on the inside cover of our 

 new Kol HaNeshamah siddur. 

To have a “Chai Contributions”…to life! sent out, please contact 

the office at 436-4900, or so indicate on your Mitzvah envelope.   

Mitzvah Funds and Tribute Card funds are used to help maintain 

and grow the vital programs and services of Congregation P’nai 

Tikvah. 
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Mi Shebeirach/”Get Well” Wishes to… 

 
 Hedda Abbott                   Marie Ackerman 

 Rabbi Michael Lerner       Roz Flans 

 Monique Asraf        Jane Needlemen 

 Garret and Isaac Lewin     Dr. Jordan Lurie 

                (Davida’s grandsons and nephew)  

 Rabbi Leila Gal Berner     Bertha Schachter 

 Carol Bernstein        Janet Kanofsky 

 Nathan Besman        Dr. Byron Sherwin 

 Vincent Ensalauka        Gil Simpson 

 Elliot Bender         Tzivia Simpson 

 Iris Katz         Tom Smith 

 Josh Kaufman        Doris Turrentine 

 Don Kauffman       Leah Gittel bat Pearl 

 Don Kusel                          

 Yudis Bat Tzia Wolf (Edith Rome) 

 Rabbi Ya’acov Gabriel         

 Shayna Beila bat Mara Leya   

     (Eileen Ancman’s sister) 

It is customary to acknowledge the MiShebeirach prayers of the 

congregation with a small donation made in your loved one’s 

honor. 
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Happy  

Anniversary 

 

 

 

 

Kat & Daniel Wisnosky 

December 3rd 
 

 

 

 

Happy December  

Birthday!! 

KIDZ KORNER for December/Kislev 

If we missed your birthday or an anniversary, we 

apologize.  Please call the synagogue office at (702)

436-4900 so we can update and correct our records. 

Nathan Besman December 3rd 

Austin Royer December 6th 

Linda Kauffman December 7th 

Ron Royer  December 8th 

Gloria Granat December 19th 

Nancy Goldberg December 22nd 

Larry Bernstein December 25th 

Sam Wagmeister December 30th 



Memorial plaques are available for your  consideration,  

To honor the departed,  

     To inspire the living.  

          To be remembered in the hearts of                                         

Those we leave behind is,  

     In a sense, to live forever.     

For further information, call the Synagogue office at  

702 436-4900                                                                                                                                    

Mitzvah donations also appreciated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HUMILITY 
 

The humble shall inherit the land.   Bible 
 

Great is the man who ignores his own dignity and is not angered by affronts.       Midrash 
 

Why was man created on the sixth day?  To teach that if he is ever swollen with pride, it can 

be said to him: a flea came ahead of you in creation.                                             Talmud 

YAHRZEITS  

FOR DECEMBER 
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George Efferos 

- Remembered by Susan & Rick Bindhamer 

Minnie Etkind 

- Remembered by Ann Brandt 

Abraham Fried 

- Remembered by April Long 

Margaret Lebenheim 

- Remembered by Kristen Jaeger & Tim Lockett 

Lillian Lurie 

- Remembered by Davida Lewin-Schermer 

Joseph Porath 

- Remembered by Rabbi Mintz 
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CALENDAR AT A GLANCE:     

  

Dec 2 Tot Shabbat Service, 6:30 PM at Kraft-Sussman Chapel 

  Kabbalat Shabbat & Maariv Services, 7:30 PM at Kraft-Sussman Chapel 

Dec 3 Torah Study, 10:00 AM at the Rabbi’s Home (Please RSVP) 

Dec    4 Taste of Melton, 11:00 AM at the JCC 

Dec 4 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Westside) from 3:00 until 8:00 PM 

Dec 4 Women’s Rosh Chodesh, 7:00 PM at Linda Kauffman’s Home 

Dec 5 Jewish, Alive and American, 7:00 PM at the Rabbi’s Home 

Dec 6 Congregation P’nai Tikvah Board Meeting at 7:00 PM 

Dec 11 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Westside) from 3:00 until 8:00 PM 

Dec 14 Jewish, Alive and American, 7:00 PM at the Rabbi’s Home 

Dec 15 Citywide Homeless Memorial Service, 4:30 PM at HELP of Southern  

  Nevada 

Dec  16 CPT (Pre-) Chanukah Celebration, 6:00 PM at UNLV Foundation Building 

Dec 17 Torah Study, 10:00 AM at the Rabbi’s Home (Please RSVP) 

Dec 18 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Westside) from 3:00 until 8:00 PM 

 Dec 18 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Eastside) from 3:00 until 8:00 PM 

Dec  21 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Eastside) from 1:00 until 5:00 PM 

Dec  21 Jewish, Alive and American, 7:00 PM at the Rabbi’s Home 

Dec 22 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Eastside) from 1:00 until 5:00 PM 

Dec 23 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Eastside) from 1:00 until 5:00 PM 

Dec 24 Gift wrapping at Barnes & Noble (Eastside) from 1:00 until 6:00 PM 

Dec 25 Women’s Rosh Chodesh, 7:00 PM at Marlene Silverman’s Home 

Jan 1 New Year’s Day 

Jan  3 Congregation P’nai Tikvah Board Meeting at 7:00 PM  

Blessing for the Month of Kislev: 
In this month of shortest days and prolonged darkness, may we have the 
faith to see the divine light of our own potentials, enabling us to go forward 
with the knowledge that we each have a unique purpose in this world. Amen. 

Kol Kiruv, the newsletter of Congregation P’nai Tikvah, is available on-line at www.pnaitikvahlv.org at no cost.  If mailed, 
hard copy delivery is $36 annually.   Please notify us and remit payment. 

 

Wrap the Gifts! Light the Candles! Celebrate!!! 

http://www.valleyoutreachsynagogue.com/

